Register with ARB and Obtain a TRUCRS ID Number

SMALL FLEETS (1 to 3 trucks) may be eligible for priority funding if they:
- Obtain a “Good Faith Effort” reporting certificate from TRUCRS; and
- Meet the eligibility requirements below

Make Sure Your Truck is Eligible
- 75% operation within California for the past 2 years
- Move goods as part of a sales transaction
- Commit to at least 50% travel within the four California trade corridors
- Engine model year is 2006 or older (pre-1996 engines are now eligible)
- Drayage trucks (including dray-off trucks) are not eligible
- No Prop. 1B grants are available to fund PM filter retrofits

Clear Outstanding ARB Vehicle and Fleet Violations

Keep Truck Registered and in Legal Operating Condition
- Must continue to operate truck and move goods until new truck arrives
- Planned Non-Operation registration is NOT allowed

Gather DMV Registration History or Request DMV Form (INF 1125)

Gather and Organize Mileage Documentation
- Local agency will request at least 2 records showing odometer readings

Determine Manufacturer’s Gross Vehicle Weight Rating
- Class 8 defined as greater than 33,000 GVWR
- Class 7 defined as 26,001 – 33,000 GVWR
- Class 6 defined as 19,501 – 26,000 GVWR
- Typically found on door tag

Contact Local Agency with any Questions